FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST      T TI E      ARCTIC
him doing it: 'The new Constitution affords liberty of thought
to everybody. That implies respect for other people's
feelings. They arc dying out anyway. Why spoil their last
years by annoying them with cameras?'
I needed a gauze hood to protect me against the mosquitoes
which, the local paper reported, were particularly vicious
in the North this summer.    Hoods were sold out in the
stores.    The commission shop, where old-timers gradually
dispose of their china, furs, silver, cutlery,  1906 Kodaks,
embroidered table covers, pianos, brass and silver samovars,
could not get me any either.   'The old merchants never went
up to the North themselves1, the Reel sales girl remarked
sarcastically.    So  I went to the bazaar on a free clay.
(Every sixth day is free day in Soviet Russia now.    Only
rural communities hold on to their Sunday.)    There at the
outskirts of the city on a flat plain near the banks of a
poorly watered river-bed, a primitive form of private trade
is going on.    Whoever wants to sell anything pays a few
kopeks admission fee, plants himself in what he thinks a
favourable position, and holds out his goods.   You can get
embroidered shirts made by peasant women in. spare days,
nicely finished boots made by industrialized cobblers after
the seven-hour factory clay is over.    Gramophone records
are sold second-hand.   Someone who has to move to another
part of the country gets rid of his library to save the cost of
transport.    Old editions of Tolstoy and Turgcnycv, pam-
phlets on foreign policy, mathematical and physical text-
books (natural science is always in demand) wait to be
bought   by   eager   readers.     Chinese   cobblers   do   odd
jobs  while   their   customers   wait,   with   naked   foot   in
the air.   Anybody can sell the product of his own labour.
Employment of workers for productive purposes is for-
bidden; organized trade and industry are State monopolies.
The market is a ghastly caricature of dying capitalism.
Walking shadows of a defunct economic system—returned
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